
Menning Films is pleased to announce a film based on the book “The Way of the Quiet Warrior ® ”, published by #1 International 
Best-Selling author Tom Dutta. More information coming soon!

Award winning Film Director Josh Menning said, “I am excited about this film and believe it will deeply impact viewers. The amazing 
stories in the book will translate into an epic saga that will leave audiences raving. We are also pleased to announce that the author of 
the book, Tom Dutta, will be on board as a Producer in this film as well as John Smith, Producer of Song of the Tree Frogs and Gateway 
to Hope: Overcoming Heroin. I cannot wait to get things rolling as this will be a purposeful film that we expect will make a global 
impact with a shift in thinking across generations. “

Dutta viewed Menning’s powerful film Gateway to Hope in 2018 after meeting Producer John Smith by chance through their mutual 
New York based Publisher Morgan James. He was deeply moved by the film’s story and would months later meet Josh Menning and 
Smith on The Quiet Warrior Radio Show.  “I am incredibly excited to be involved with this film and thank Mr. Menning and MENNING 
FILMS for believing in my story,” said Dutta.  “Taking my book to the big screen is a dream come true.  I believe this film will be unprec-
edented and impact people around the world. 

SUBSCRIBE AND VIEW FILM UPDATES @   http://www.menningfilms.com/quietwarrior

About Josh Menning and Menning Films:  full bio @   http://www.menningfilms.com

Josh Menning is an Award-Winning Founder and Director.  Menning Films impressive portfolio includes short, feature, and documen-
tary style productions.  Mr. Menning has collaborated with many film projects as a Director of Photography, Co-director, Producer, and 
Editor. Recently his documentary, Gateway to Hope: Overcoming Heroin was nominated for Best Director at the International Christian 
Film & Music Festival. His first feature film, Unwavering, won 11 awards at the Christian Film Festival including Best Feature and Best 
Director of Photography. Recently, Menning Films just wrapped a film based on J.W. Kitson’s novel Song of the Tree Frogs. Some of 
the incredible actors involved were Karen Abercrombie from War Room, Shannen Fields from Facing the Giants, and several others 
including Richard Cutting, Erich Schuett, Meggie Jenny, and Stacey Bradshaw.

About Tom Dutta and KRE-AT®: full bio @  http://www.kreat.ca/who

Tom is an Award-winning CEO, TEDx speaker, Radio/Film Producer, and International #1 Best Selling author. Over 30 years, he has been 
transforming leaders and companies worldwide. Tom believes real change starts with Faith and Belief in the power of our stories. He is 
dedicated to shifting global thinking from living the stigma of mental health and other forms of trauma in silence, to lifting the stigma 
by telling our stories of struggle, breaking the silence, making it ok to say when you’re not ok.
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